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The intensity of m siegnetie field may fee determined fey
referring the various properties of the field to tan ftima- 
mental physical dissensions, 1 enath* sik and tin#* fh® laws
of coulorafe, toper# and Fexmday senr® to define a ma&netie
field in teraae of other m^surable parameters* If fees® par-
8s©t€Pi fee moaaurod in t«mi of - fundofttatAl pkxym leal standards*
the field will have feeer* detemlned absolutely* Previous
teehalques for determining the absolute field intensity Iaave
employed the torsion mgnetotaeter, * the c o tto n balance* the
sine j'alvarit»©ter8 arid tiie etoetmnagxietle Indue ter
$he» a eossplete determination of a spaoe vector fields
eueh a# the terrestrial saagnetie field, 1« desired, the di­
rest ion a® well as the iBeghXtude of the field smift he epee-
Ifled* fh# terrestrial field has been by convention speci­
fied fey its vertical and horisental cocHponsats* m  addition
to these conponsnts, the direction with respect to a f i&ed
object of the plsB® containing those eeiBpottsnta mast, fee
stated* Various other combinations of three parameters may
bm need to define a special saagneti® field,* in msaurcesente
%nrl e# oause, intensitae vie 2aa0netieae ad zmzmmmmafesolmtym revoeete, Coanaent* So®* hag* ôttlmgen, (1B53)«
EW* Watson, iiiil* 'frens* iioy* See* A*, 198, 431 (1902)*
%i* Faraday, Sapertoentel Eesearches in Electricity
vol* 1 C1S31) *
E
of to# terrestrial fleld It tea been emmmn practise to 
measure to# horizontal eeapoxmn%9 Um Inclination and to# 
declination of to# field* too vortical intensity may toon 
too- ecaaputcd frota the Horizontal intensity and to# dip* fueh 
a teohnlqee* however* load# to a result no ©or# precise toan 
to# least precisely measured parameter* toe dip 1% In general* 
moat difficult to B#asur#* A preferred method for deflntog 
to# Earth* s field consist® to ©eaauring toe horlsontel mud 
vert leal components and toe declination# until quite recently* 
such Maauremnta war# impossible because there existed no 
magnetometer for accurately measuring toe vert leal cosqponent 
of to# Sarto9* field* In England* Dye* has developed an ab- 
solute magnetometer adapted for observatory Bseaeuretnenta of 
to# vertical compensat* An Meal instrument for terra#trial 
magnetic meseuvcsieKts should be capable of measuring bo to com­
ponent® of toe vector field* as well as to# declination of toe 
field* A universal observatory xwagnctoiiieter of toie type la 
being constructed by toe Carnegie institution of Sfeehington*6 
fhi# inatruaent use® an electromagnetis inductor operating at 
a oomjsaratively low speed* is. to# development of a similar
%* 1. bye* A Magnetometer for the Measurement of to# sarto* s Vertical Field intensity is C* a* msecure# free*
Soy* eoc* A* U 7# 434 (1968) *
K̂* A* l̂ohneon* A Primary standard for measuring to# iartofs Magnetic factor* Terr* Mas* and Atmos* Else* 44* 1*
29* 193®
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sse&^tomster* the subject of this dissertation* the author
©hose to use aft e&trestely atgh speed iftu&icbor 1ft order to
gala a sufficiently high sensitivity la the rather weak î arth1*
field#
in its simplest farm* t&e magnetic inductor consists of
a coll which i© rotated about an ax la jarpendioular to the
rsftgnetlc field who®# magnitude is desired* Faraday1® law
etetee the relation between t im  induced voltage ead the rate
of outtSr lines of induction In the for®
e , - / a  - *
* c t -
For a» inductor of n turn®, of eroes-aoetion A* rotating In  a
field & at aa angular upend a? the induced voltage at any ttae
t becomes in a medium of issip&etie permeability unity*
£> - 77 ̂  //*» ■*•/««-*■ x /* 7 aquation 1.
A or it leal study of equation 1 ©hew© that not only met the
tndueed elnuaoidal emf be measured with the same precision
an I© required in the final field determination* tout also
during the measurement* the angular velocity must to# known
to the usaae ultimate preelsion* utmn better than %$ pro-*
©islon i© desired* this method emmet toe used beeauae present
day alternating current voltmeter© are not absolute standards*
An immediate modification presents itself in the form of the
null technique*
if the inductor is placed: a current-carrying coil
whose axis coins ides with the magnetic vector under measure­
ment* a field, ©an toe set up in the coil of such a scsae a® to
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oppose the a&gnatle vector* fte magnitude of to# oolite field 
eon be adjusted by varying to® current flowing through it*
&&en to© field of too eoll is exactly equal and opposite in 
sense to toot o f  %km wmgmmtM vector being measurect# tte volt­
age indueod to toe inductor io aero* the value of to© iaeg- 
net Ic vector is not defined. In tome of toe euwont In toe 
soil and in tome of toe p&ysieal dlnsnalons of to# ©oil* Bote 
of toooo fee tors must to# detersilned to precision desired in too 
field measurements* By careful construction msd fey toe use of 
s. material of low coefficient of themel expansion, for sup­
porting the coll* the cell will have & pernanent calibration 
constant determinable to high precis ion* Although a direct 
correlation between to® current and toe fundamental dimension® 
of thee and- mass may he obtained by to© silver deposition 
method* a precise value of to© instantaneous current can be 
obtained by interpolatlag the voltage drop produced, by the 
current through a standard res I® tom# in toms of to# voltage 
of a standard cell* fhl# interpretation m y  be executed by 
means of a precision potent tea#tor*
&a.*ioe the rotate. inductor and it© circuital elements 
are u sed  merely a® a null detectorf o n ly  toe sensitivity of 
detecting to© equality of toe opposing fields is affected by 
toe physical character 1st lea. of toe null detee&iiig constitu­
ents* from equation 1 wm see that toe sensitivity Is given 
by
. ̂  ̂  - vl ^^   ̂ ^  Equation £ *
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ion* Sf to# fineness ©f moaaupoiaont mint to mad© m sm xim m 0 
to# samaitivttgr or t&6 ŝ aeurostoiifcs af to® noltag# ft#% a®
well an of tim product ftn A **> f* wxumz b© immied to to®
limit of ©xp^imo&tal betongue* .Uoe&us© too rnont sensitive
A*c* nolti&otors are too®# prTOedod by seireraX stage# of
eleetyGm tufeo araplif loot ion* tola probXtia waa attacked fey too
us© of auto a detector* On eaaual toougbt* mm m ig h t attempt
extremely m  . msip2i.fi©stlon* ttor© i w t W i  1b merntst
tub# eireuits, ©or to in ranum noiseŝ  called thermal agitation
ana aiiot noises wfeoac effects not a limit to to® amplification
of to© small voltages* to# product nm A n ©bows toat an
Increase in any om of t im  factors n* A* or *> produces im**
proved sensitivity toy increasing, to# induced emf par unit
fieXd intensity, which, in* toy equation 2f too sensitivity*
too dimensions ©f to# inductor, toioii determine A, arc, how*>
m m *$ limited toy too aroa over ©toicto to# field at to® eenber
of toe ©oil ©an fee amid to to® uniform* toil® to# number of
tiwi on to® inductor In also 21mltod by tins physical dimon- 
a ton© of too ©o il no wall a® toy too electrical aimraetorla*
ties ©I tola® input circuit of tn© amplifier# ttm latter eon**
dlilen will be studied nor# m tn u tm lf In  too following pag©«#
In tfeo preceding paregrapto tim  area of to# indtastor waa
said to to limit©*! %  to® region over wfeicto to® ton field
is uniform# If the ami! field is not uniform it is poaelbio
to adjust t&© magnitude of too field so ttoat too resultant
B* tooimscm, itoya* Bevlosr, feto* £7, <2028}*
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of toe nalX field and field being Eaaeurati is mow but too 
in not nero* to® ipmcliont field results in to® 
geaerefcioji of imraonl© voXt&gae 1 a the toduotor# i.*ea© imr- 
£>oi2io voltages* if largo msnougU* mot a limit to tiia asapli- 
float ion mhX&it ©am bo used wltooub overloading too amplifier* 
is addition* tooao may bo large w v *  to overload
too output jsetw, toareby re&ueimg, too sensitivity of da­
ta© tioiu toe degree of uniformity of too null field tous 
oat© a Xtoit to too ultljaata preoialott obtainable is too fimX 
sieasursi&ents* wiiiXa too*8® are i«| ©crnf figuration® of current- 
marrying aXosoonta tolto yield a auff lelantly unlfom field* 
there ara tout two fonaa w&ieh have boon adopted t m  terrestrial 
Kagnetlo laatowaoto# xuuaely too daugaia-Helsftolta ©oil and too 
long ttoXaaoltiU fee long aoXaaoid possesses mmm feature to ad­
dition to a unlfom flaid at Ita member* wtiito sa&es it par­
ti© uXarly suitable for uaa am an. abaoluta instrument* - ita 
©alibratiom depends only ©m one length measurement* to® ©oil 
©oastant of a long solenoid ©as be determined to a high order 
of precision by camparic*, its length with that of a primary 
length standard* too radius of toa aoXaooid enters into toa 
aaXoulatlon of too ©oil oomliil only as a weak parameter#, 
too mm loot Sob of a long solenoid for to® smsgne teamster 4©« 
scribed in too paper was dictated by toaaa eonsidsratioms*
Kaferring again to aquation 2* it will tm s#ob that an 
i nereass in toe angular speed of too inductor gives by far 
too boat promise of improving toe sensitivity of toe null do- 
toe tor* tlto mi appreciable increase in rotational speeds*
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there occur asochanlo&l problems or Increased imposed
strcnc## and greatly enhanced b#aring wear, bespit# these
difficulties* it we possible to male# continuous ©easure~
meats with the Inductor rotating at 1000 revolutions par
second* At these speeds* war# on# to convey the Inaueed
voltages by the usual slip ring, s®d dimaimB$ o»© would #»**
countar high contact noises* Localised heat developed at
the eliding surfaces cause© fluctuations ia the velocities
of the fro# olfectroaa in the conductors* this phase of the
problem was solved by a novel technique suggested to the
author by Lr* A, s* b##, Hr*.© prosecution of this suggestion
led to the d.evelop3se£it of the "Magnetic mirror1,1 to b© a#"*
scribed In the following pages, briefly, the Magnetic mirror1’ 
comprises a method for inductively coupling the rotating in­
ductor to a stationary coll* thereby eliminating brushes and
vslip rings* Previous to tfhis work# «J* J# J&kosky had de­
veloped a oe&parlsoa mgnefcemeter* (not an absolute instru­
ment } * in which the induced voltage was transferred by Induc­
tion fra© a rotating soil to a stationary cell*
in  the foregoing introduction it was pointed out that
a&gnrtio field intensities are precisely defined In terns of
primary physical at* cards by' the use of the null technique.
In the following sections the oondltlons yielding a naximw
null detection sensitivity will be analysed* Experimental
%. J. Jakosky, Bap bora t ion Geophysics* times Mirror
Press* 1st, Kd* (1940),
a
apparatus dwtXop+d tor the warIflention of this analysis 
will be deseribed and experimental results of the tests will 
he giimn* fl?heorat ie&lly, It appeared that the ulb Is&te limit 
of precision ims detsrstiftad by the atatlstisal voltages sod 
the seal of this research was to approach this limit, sub­
ordinating all other limitations by the eareful seiset ion of 
eonf list lag paramo tors* from this study a portable magnet** 
mmter oapehXa of measuring both components of the Barth* a 
field to a high order of pr ee la Ion was developed.
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In  m properly designed high-gain amplifier, to# l i m i t
of amplification Is determined by to© background noisea de­
veloped in tli@ amplifier Input circuit* Hie®# noises are
toar&cteriatic of toerssntX agitation, being non-periodSo and
listing & distribution aver to# complete frequency spectrum
from tbo lowest sudibi© frequencies to tim ultra-high radio
frequencies* t tm o r j attributes tola Mi®# to to© random
notion of tlm free electrons in a conductor* As in. gases,
wtior# tli# random motion of molocui#® Is .described by tim
Mamell-i&ltszKan distribution law, tim fr## electrons ob#y
a distribution law which defines to# number of electrons
Imping a oortaln. rang# of velocities* sloe© to# motion of
tim electrons constitutes s current, to is current flowing
through to© resistance of to© conductor develops a voltage#
the toerstsl fluctuation of tbs motion of to# electron® causes
to® randomness in to© periodicity and mgnitude of to© volt­
ages* 8hen to# audible spectrum of these 1:10X0#® is selected
and studied thro^^i a sound reproducer, frytog, hissing
sounds are heard* fh© ©agnitucl# of tola voltage can be ob­
tained from the relation due to Johnson*a
Equation 3*
B* Johnson, loo# ©it*
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where* I im the effective voltage in tit# frequency of band
width K. is noltsman1 s constant* T is the absolute
temperature of the conductor In  which the voltage 1® de­
veloped and E is the Impedance of the conductor over an in­
cremental frequency bend width df*
If the impsdense E is constant over the hand width
fg-fl# this relation becomes
^jr* s j/C rz(/i-6j
Equation 4*
it i« apparent that if as tjiipedence is connected to
the input grid of a high-galn amplifier# the no lee volt­
ages will he amplified along with any signal voltage that
may he developed ©oross that impedance* in this research*
the impedeme connected to the grid of the first stage of
the amplifier is the indue tor In which is induced the volt­
age resulting fro® suiting the magnetic field under measura- 
ment* Hem# if the ®ig»l voltage la made to approach sero
(toy adjusting the current in the solenoid)# the output
meter of the amplifier will approach not aero# hut a certain
minimum determined toy the thermal agitation voltages* fhis
minimum reading of the output meter represents the background
below which con tract In signal does not exist* Another ser­
ious handicap is the fact that this background limits the
a ttal na hie amplifloatIon*
On examining equation 4# one sees that there are sev­
eral possibilities for reducing the gmgaitude of these sta­
tistical voltages* fixe men of only a narrow frequency hand
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witoto waleb me&auromenta are ae&e ia the is#at practical
attack* Hand paaa filter* earn bm totalm& to limit the
epeetrum $wr£% to any Oealred wSOto* toore m f how war,
certain eonetoerais tone which preelwde any e&tenslwe gates
tola tad iiarrewteg* Otoar peeelfele reductions remit
frm lowering toe toiler at w e  of toe eoa&uetor ty means of
liquid, air or oxygen or from making toe tape6e»e in toe
input c iroulfc mailer* with toe lower tepedeme totoator
there will occur tisa attendant re&uetlon in elgzml TOltmge,
mine# tto * i ^ i  is toe result ©f a woltage Indue©d In a
eeetete nuntoer of t i m  of wire, toe of foot© of statistical
eeltogea upon toe preaeat experiment will t»e detsonstrafced to
toe section on toe ^iWMPetto mirror1* *
T,;..kOnf lr.w OtmmiZll OF Thy OJFFFOfiC FIOFOE
if a coil of one having. * eery low resistance ia
rotated to a ae&fletie field so as to cut lines of field, 
toere ia i .no\a© #c! In thia coll an «f» a «» n A ^ a la ^ t« 
mis rnmt can sow accelerate fen free electrons in the 
of too ©oil and thus a current la caused to flow in tim 
©oil* oy Ampere*© lmm$ tols current rti* liirti rise to a 
magnetic field,
L * f *  r
C ia vwtoF mtefcion},
heoause t im  current to varying with iisae, til© field result-* 
ing; fm m tola ci*rr@st will tod’oo© m\ esaf to aiiotlw coil,
I too secondary), placed error t he inductor @© ms to intereert 
to# iiodtietor-s field* Hi© Junthf ioation for these multiple 
transforastions of field to cumat, to Ci©M and,
fimlly, to an ©rJT# is that the aooondar^ need not revolve 
with the inductor* oy © practical utilisntiori of this actXem 
it la possible to transfer -the voltage Induced in the in­
ductor to the amplifier without to© nee of sliding contacts* 
Htermal a *tatIon eontact noises between bruehea end 
all# ring® are therefore entirely eliminated*
In  m©tuel prmoti©## to# to to*© tor #to be set at as asgl# 
op 4b° to its axle of rotation# Coaxial with the shaft opon 
which tim inductor rototea is m stationery secondary in 
which is the vol taiga waul t tog from the inductor's
action in cutting I t o i  o f  field.* Figure 1 Illustrates the
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mechanical arrangement used* because this experimental
deirioe bend* to# original field through a deficit# angle* 2<**
it h&e been tmrmmd m mmmgxi®ti® atoor8 after it® optical
analog*
deferring to F%iar® l, toe flux through to# Inductor
is given by
yjft £*s & *'»
Equation 3*
where Is tix© angle toe plan® of toe indite tor makes with
toe axis of rotation and^u, is the magnetic permeability of
the medium surrounding the Inch's©tor# The other symbols of
equation 5 art those defined in equation X*
the m $ Induced in the inductor is
£ <- -/</ -=• y ttc*/ /)& £+s ctG*su/d
f * SquatIon §♦
The current flowing through toe Inductor la by Oim* s law,
m u , / ? &  <l* t < c>*s
v  - ^ ----— -,--------- -
^ Equation 7*
where Z la toe impedance of the inductor and. <p is the phaee
angle*
If the mutual inductance between inductor and the eeo~
ondary la M## the «m£ Induced in to® secondary will be
^   ̂ yMus^s^fi/^fSoL Sstt
£  Equation &»
Ikltlmugki an Integral for the calculation of toe mutual
*&ee appendix
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Indue tame Is given In the appendix, It M i  been foxwA tmm%
Afexpedient to measure fee constant -g-" in pim® h j simply 
rasai w ing tbs m l tags developed in fee secondary feen fee 
Inductor operates in a known field#
Figure 8 eliOwa the indtictor of tbs magnetic Mirror aa 
wall as the turbine Impeller upon which fee inductor is in** 
stalled* $h© inductor la machined fros a solid rod of high 
conductivity coxier, As an aid in prcservlr the dpfimie 
balance of the footer, the inductor is made ayrwsctrieaX about 
its ax is by machining a second similar coll Integral with 
the first coll* hut with Its circuit opened by a -narrow slit# 
lAils is shown clearly in îgur© B* After the Inductor 1® 
slipped over the impeller* the whole iu wound, tightly with 
linen thread and then given a coat of strong; cement*
lesplta careful ssaohlning* the rotor mat row be dy~ 
namieally balanced In a maohlne which was developed apeei** 
fleally for balancing these small 12 gran rotors#
the necessity for carefully balancing the rotor la 
do?»r.istraced by the feet that on the periphery of a rotor 
of one centimeter radius fee radial acceleration at 1000 
r*p*s* ia 40#00O times that of gravity* An unbalanced. mss 
of on© nilligrasit therefore* results in a force of 40 grama* 
The apparatus for balancing these small rotors is shown in 
Figure 5* it® operation depends upon fee tapa&eformation of 
t!i# is@ohaBic.al vibration of fee elastic hearing supports 
into mi ©lcctrical vibration by means of fee crystal phono** 




































hl&h angular speeds can fe# produced by ti:m us# of
electric Botor«# gearin£; g|st«s# or other rttofcanleel trim«i*»
formere or fey toe w m of torfetn#®* dor Rsagnetict
&enta* electric x&otwa wito ihair attofKSant f loM#
cruet obviously to esceltoecl* toarsu _ eystsea% im addition to
tolng saacbanically wasteful of jtoer* ere apt to a#t up
i 5 *» sc$ litodes of vibration mhleh ml* i*t cause spurious
voltages to to generated tm tha inductor# It was fey the
consideration of toes# various factors that a turbine for
driving tha inductor was selected* nigfr speed turbines m y
fee driven fey air* steam* or oil* For a ittic® which la to
he u®#a in tba field* steam and oil are not highly adaptable*
A twfeiri# driven fey eosspressed air was therefore designed
for tola mirk*
deeasâ  baa stows in bia work mi ultre^entrifugee* that
apaada a# hi to as 2000 r*p*s* ean fee attained with air driven
turfclnea of tii# lnpulse type# ffihile it slight tmw# been pos­
sible to follow the principles laid down fey hessaa* it was
decided to design an entirely different type of unit in which
the t&peller and inductor war# ooaiblned in one integral re tor*
*he turbine rotor ia machined fras a plastic*
gias% poaeeaalng relatively high tensile strength and a
%e# bibliography*
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density of only X#g© per cue* Xiieee proportion ful*
fill w  * itions dw#loj>#«i fey .bi»eoe# flekel* and ^ymkoff^
for a t r o t o r  to wl to* tend to© buretln^ atreseee due
to mentrifocal force*•
Reaction turbine blades war© out on a stilling mehlm
directly Into a cylinder of ilexlglaa# Si# toap# of tho
blade# wan mm&m to approxiaat# an aircraft wtoe too t ion lm?*
iii|5 a coefficient of ismxi&ua lift# Dfr* &l#b lift ao~
efficient Isaprowos toe perfo*Biaiiee of toe twtim at low
air jure* mure**
Tbe turbine body a# wall as to* Injector and exbeuet
porta wore ia# of ilexl&la* {«## figure* 4 mad $)* 'fbe
injector con*let* of nine boloa inclined at 30° to the rotor
axl®* Si# Injector* are laic! out cm a eireiii of radla* aijto
that tho turbine blades advance directly Into toe air Jets
of to# injectors* It may not b# «aataa here to point out
that to olimiimt# powerful itoolmmioal reeonan©#* tJUo amber
of &olea in the injector mint to odd if the number of 'blade*
on the lixjj/ellar ia even* It £xa*f to feet* been found to iia*
prove too cmootoneee of a turbine if to# mmbmr of blade*
ia pries# to too number of Injeotora* to# exhauat port* -ere
not cr It leal to design* tout toeuM toe of ample site to r©~
duce t i i e  reetotance o f  too## Jet* to toe f l o w  of t o ®  mx**
parded air# In the experioetttal turbid* to# etoaust porta
war© bo plaeed ms to allow toe to ̂ anttally eeeaping air
boi# Inetr#, 7* 248* C IBM*) *
from rotor to flow diroe tljr Into tim ex&imot p&vb®*
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to to atm to air praaawa <aariattonaf mM to tolitoi
m
tm m m  o&ri mn mqimb imm*
mmr® iroltogos of too ordor of ICT^ volt* aro to to 
aatpXUflod* oomtoortolo n n  must to more load to provoKt 
to* ostpllfleotior* of stray TOltago*# a* well as to rot*In 
too faaot&oni of on ampllftor tp provonttog totoroowpltog 
In too various »tipi# for tola roooarto# * torso stags 
amplifier m s  oomtrootod* to toleh. too oonpoaoata of oae& 
stags wars to * oopwato toloM lmm* & os Ity
ooupllng was solo©tod to mtoimfs# talnotiwo ooopltag througfr 
too usual intorotago tmxuriternoro* Comp lots tottory opara- 
tton w i  usod wito too tottorloa to too mm* ton ** too am~ 
pliflor* * * furtoor proooutlon i p t o l  alnt| nolo* pickup#
foliages fro® too ssMPSftto . InaiaotoP aro ' toeogfekt on * 
oomoatrto oa&Ao dirootly to too grid of too first stags* 
to 00 avont tonal amplifiers, too input to too first grid lo 
ottalnodi fro* on iltomto 001laoo'tod 'to too voltage o m # «  
Jiotoror* in tola aapllftor It mm neeesaarp to prevent too 
noloos usually developed to toe variable resistance of too 
attenuator from feeing amplified to too smooodtog stages# 
too attenuator w a s  toarefere placed t o  too second stags*
A spools! tor no Iso tube is mood to to* first stags so * 
screen grid amplif lor* too constants of too circuit to too 
first stags are so selected os to keep fluctuation noises at 
a low level and still potato * relatively Uig& astpllf lest ton 
calculated to to about 00* A furtoer prosaist ten e©slmet
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assail molaoa Italng dsirslopad hero i M  being amplified bj
tbs suseossivo stages 10 tbs uas' of 0 high grade «ir®«0O\m4
plate coupling resistor*
ftee output i m  the first sta^e la fad through a eem**-
esntrie- shielded lime to tea attenuator of the second stage*
Vtte corientrlc Xlo© shields the volt^go to the aocotal stage
from external ©traps mat also presents Inbereeapllng tad
Ita resultant oscillation# it. la fosilbXe In the eeco^
stage to obtain as high a gain a® 10# with a pentode aiipXi*
fier# a«c«*« xsso.
l^n She second stage# the signal la Impressed upon the
grid of a pentode baling its serosa and flat# connected in
parallax* mi® eonnsetlsft* aoeerdlfig to the R*o*A* tuba
Bankbook tiJ§-0# giro# an amplification factor of SO with a
Plata reslstanee of 9000 ohms*
sinse the plate welts##© of the three stages of this
amplifier ara supplied from a mmmm. plate battery# certain
precautions must ba taken to prevent regeneration through a
©ojmon plate Impedance#** la the olrouit diagram {Figure 7)
the resistor© li^# and the condensers Og* c^#
decouple the voltages aotlng through the saMssn plats fw*»
podsnoe* with careful decoupling* it was possible to ob*
tain a power gain of la a 10*® without sotting tap eseilXa- 
tlono or ©easing freeusnsy distortion as a result of
regeneration*
































































mm mmmmm cue ox?
In bh# X# eireult of to# null mmmmtammtmr,
Figur# a, to# datostor alma it is s##n to #ouaX#t of to#
turb©~ indue tor f to# hlgb"»galn amplifier* to# band pas#
filter and toe f n u «  tubs TOltoetor# m m  m p & t t t w and
%hm turb*»l&duster M u  already been described# m s  actual
detecting ia#treMato will be discussed h m #
For detesting; small ir#lto#Mi a desirable Imsbrmemt
toaraetoristi# is an i&»mesla& sensitivity as to# noil
point is approached* mis feebavSor permit# s large voltage
rang# ss well as a v#ry Higb mall deteetieri sensitivity*
1 non-linear instrument of tois type function# w#U as s
mill indicator* even toragfe its precision of calibration nay
be poor* l ealibmtlem is* in fast* not needed* altoeugb a
seal# is convenient for reference# A logaritools rooms#
tub# voltmeter possossing. to# afeev#*ment ionsd toaraeberXe*
ties provod to b# an ideal null Oats#tor* In am# ease#
to# voltage generated by to# turbo~ indue tor cannot to
brought to soro oito to# null field* Under tola condition*
it is necessary t o  detect to# m U & m m  voltage* ms ability
of an &m%mmmm% to eerk against auto a toskgrowd is a
further reaulalbe of a Mgigstmotar null detector* tito
to# wmmm tub# voltmeter it ees possible to detect a mini*
mm vlto a toekgreeiii SO db* above to# signal level*
In spit# of its m i f  good features* to© m m a  tub#
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voltmeter cannot fee conveniently mm4 for declination mea* 
aursments* ***e technique ueed for declination mmmmmmmtm 
requires the null indicator to fee near th© magnetometer am ©re 
It car. fee observed a© the ©a|^etom#t#r ia ©lowly rotated 
about a vertical axis* Tim mrn&*mt in the volteotor would 
distort the farth*© field in the neighborhood of th® mmgr 
neteeieter* An additional requirement of a null detector is, 
therefore, that it fee î n«-s*agm©t 1© * For dccXlnatioxi work 
either a eatfc©de~rmy ©sellloseope or m plesoeloetrXe tele* 
phone receiver nay fee used* A telephone receiver in eon* 
neetion with the baurn ear has a logarithmic response end 
therefore possesses the property of high sensitivity nosr 
the noli voltage point* in the range of frequeuelee need In 
this work {5O0-1Q00 eyelea pmr second) the #ar happen© to be 
moat sensXtiv©* t lm  ear, feeing logarithmic in amplitude 
response,^® ia not well suited to detecting a imll in the 
presence of random background noise®* iaowever, in the 
presence of imrc'fonie voltages, it ia capable of selectively 
detecting null in Urn fundemontel frequency*
in® cathode ray oscilloscope has a linear voltage 
response, but because it omimot fee overloaded fey a high 
voltage, it mmrrm almost as well as a logarithmic device* 
With it* one can work against ra<u*« hack*.round voltages of 
nearly the &mm magnitude as the vaourn tube voltmeter* this 
instrument can be iaad® lionHasagnetie mud ussy* therefor©, be
   <■— »*■ 'Hirnmrtift-irwi. ni-.irumi nh-
1%i, yletci'ier* bpeeeh. aaad hearing, 1st ©4*
m
used In declination flMMteurewenta* fhe eath&de*»ray oioilld*
scope has m m  disadvantage In that it require# high auxiliary
voltages# Aside tmm this* it fulfills the functions of a
mil detector admirably# In concluding the study of null do- 
tec tors, it may to well to motion, the root if lor lnstrwMota*
ill of these devices display a pMwbelie response possessing
an increasing sensitivity with ftjereeaiiag voltage# 5ueh a
hahsvfer makes null da taction tedious# * any aail voltage
increment near the top of the seals throws the needle of tbs
galwanoaaatar violently off Urn scale* 4<&wthar®ora# the
sensitivity of detect ion near m e  mill point approaches aero#
iMtruoMmts possessing para hollo response are# therefore, un­
de® irabl® as nu11 detectors*
In a preceding section* mention wea made of a technique
for oompanaatiag the output of the turbo-induo tor for speed
war let ion* mis technique will now be described*
From equation 4# the mean, square thermal agitation
voltage is seen to be proportional to the frequency bend
width# fheoretsaally* Itii voltage could be reduced to a
very small magnitude If a sharply tuned filter passing only
few eyeles were used# the inherent speed Instability of
our turbines # however, sets a mechanical limitation to car­
rying this reduction very far* bpeed fluctuations in
turbines occur as a result of aerodynamic turbulence in the
blades of the rotor, or of variation® in bearing friction m
of pressure variations In the air supply line# A band be­
tween 500 end 1000 cycles per second was selected, as being
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In the Inductor* output in r& o t m^mn spri will Is
given by
<=. /?  A //1? ^  * /̂ /%/ CoS cl^ — —— ■— -g----* hcpmtlan 8*.
z  j- * * Z f  k  + * - / * ; « >  / A f ^ y f t lo n
*ow* for to to# constant over a ran^e of ̂  It miXI
'bo iv^ueltBt for log * * & where & is * constant*
therefore*
/w^ /?(<*y /c z /<y **t
the curves of Bigur# 20 oro plotted with & W ) as a
function of m on Xog-Iog cooruimtoo* ?or the output of
the fi#tset©r to rawain constant over a ra»g# e*l$ it will
aerely to# necessary to select a portion of the HUf) «* «*/
curves fcav5,n£ a elope of «£U It will toe m®m Mmt the
reepene© curve for the amplifier and bend. pea* with a
35 f CX2Qa.torainjft.tint;;. displays a range 200 ■» 8%Q
cycle* having a clop# of **t* in this- ran&e ttio overall
râ pofi## of the detector oirowlt bo independent of
spoecU topon laees-uring Mi# overall response of Inductor*
asaplifler and band pass filter* It was disoovwrwd that the
rang# between 600 «• 600 cycles per second possessed tm even
flatter characteristic than could be expected from the c'̂ rvos
in. #?x ore IX# flit® b©tmvte.r can probably tow attributed to
the l i .ntanoe In the secondary of the *a, oetle mlrrorM#
i-urlng the experimental woric involved In thin re-sear#!*.*
the 4Sj>##d of the turbine was isomswad 'by an oscilloscope e.osrw*
paring the indue tor voltage with a known frequency, fhia 
was accomp1ished by introducing the known frequency onto the 
horizontal pla'ces and the inductor frequency onto the verti­
cal plates of the cathode-ray oscilloscope, by varying the 
known frequency, a one-to-one correspondence aa evidenced by 
the corresponding Lissajou figure could he obtained. When 
using the magnetometer as a portable field instrument, it 
became necessary to determine the operating frequency with­
out resorting to an oscillator and an oscilloscope, bine© 
the exact frequency need not b© known, it suffices for on© 
to merely adjust the frequency to some value within the 
operating rang© 500-1000 cycles. By -making us© of the out­
put response characteristic, it is possible to place the 
operating range in the centor of the plateau, Figure II.
The technique of this operation consists in accelerating 
the inductor 'until the output meter comes to a maximum, 
drop© off ©lightly and holds this minimax as the frequency 
increases. If it should happen that the turbine exceed the 
1000 cycle upper limit, the operator is warned of this fact 
by a sudden decrease in output beyond 1030 cycles per second, 
ny this relatively simple technique, one is easily able to 












therefor© necessary to reduce the harmonic generation by
operating the Inductor in a uniform field*
In the introduction to this paper* two circuit config­
urations yielding very uniform fields were mentioned. These
magnetic elements were the Gaugain-HeImho11& coil and the
long solenoid* In many of the magnetometers described in
the literature, the Gangs.in—Helmholtz coil was used to pro­
duce the field* In some cases the selection of the double
coil was dictated by the mechanical features of the Inductor
drive; in other cases the logic in selecting the double coil
is not obvious* When constructing a coll from, whose physical
dimensions the field Is to be computed* a great deal of ef­
fort is expended on adjusting and measuring each of the
dimensions which enters In the final computation of that
field* In the case of the GaugeIn-H©ImhoIts coil having a
finite length of winding at least four dimensions must be
known to prim&ry accuracy* hot only must the dimensions be
determined* but if there are variations In the dimensions*
corrections for the field must be applied for each of the
variations. It takes no great Imagination for one to fore­
see the large expenditure of time and effort to construct a
bangain-Hoimholtz coil to a precision of 1 part In 10*000
or bettor.
In the case of a long solenoid, however, the number of
dimensions required to primary accuracy Is only one, the
overall length of the winding* If there should happen to
exist constructional inaccuracies, It is merely necessary to
$1
trials of ife® tir«# &B& feorroct Mi#■' »' ■• ' £ "’■': , >■ ■ ' ‘ " ̂ '” ■• " V' " ' '
fifeM for t&#s#
m
■Q m m m m m M of t m  w m m m tm  m i m o m
For solenoids m i Mgli preeieiem the meet generally 
used material fm  the support tog fern has been mart]la* it 
possess*® a l@i coefficient m i WmrmmX expansion, it la 
easily worked mm. mm a high dieleetri® strength* Fnrtt«f| 
the wagi&etto susceptibility m i selected marble la very lew* 
Marble fa, however, subject t* plastic flow s w  a long 
time period* It la l©r this m t m  that magnetf# field 
standard# are mm being eoastryeted of a mere a table material*
For the solenoid used to this research, a plea* of com­
mercial iyrem pipe, originally Intended for piping la brer* 
erles, m e  ground on the outside to a nearly eyllndr leal 
shape* Although it has a' coefficient of expansion nearly 
three times that of the beet marble, and despite the diffi­
culty of aaehtotog: It, lyres does possess a high dielectric 
strength and a eon®latently low magnetic susceptibility#
*4f' 4<bSb.*b *#%** *ML. *haM*t 4® jm i*f' dk gS *tl ■ iklti* #MK S* n -lrMUHi Hu' -. rM% iMfe rSflV.Jtfc W Sft V IP ,law ikpms e 2jri fnosd* ŝf * yrost was bun&c™» is eosi lews %** 
shaped groove* m e  groove was approxtoately 0*01E cm* vide 
and of stash a depth that the 0*W7ft am* wire used for the 
solenoid was about 0*00© osi* below the surf see of the glass
cylinder# mis eoaatruetsett was chosen to penult' the level 
med for orienting the solenoid to the iarth9® field to rest 
on the glass and not on the wires* the greeting process 
prowed somewhat tedious beeamm the diamond tool used to the 
work occasionally broke off, requiring regrtodtog* to eon*
neetion with this thread, it may be nont loned that a vary
fine pitch, was chosen for the solenoid In order to reduce
the racial components of the fiela at the canter* Insse
coarponeivts are b !?eu by Smyth.© as
- C f +
' ' «  ( / + %:
S~ ft I
M u  - i f
' -V/
It is readily seen that doth, and *iy approach aero as ^
approached aero• Another reason for selecting a m a l l
pitch lies In the fact that in precision coils there oftea
exists an uncertainty In the true radius o1 the coil* fills
affect is especially important in those coils wherein the
radius oust be known to primary precision* m e  uncerta iuty
in u.etuvaluing the geometric radio>s may be small, but it is
the radius an which the current flow occurs which stuat be
used In computing the field* fhore are two factors which
cav.se &  difference in the geometric radius and electrical
radius* ihe first result is from the technique used in wind-*
ing such colic* ikon & wire is dent around a radius the
area outside the neutral axis of bending 1* elongated and.
the area inside Hie axis Is compressed. fhis asymactrleal
distortion results in a difference in conductivity of the
copper wire on each side of the neutral axis* hr* fr&rdc
leaner*^ of the nor ©an of standards states that the asyamet*
^Irivate communication*
M
rie&l conductivity can be as h l$ x as 4$ of too conductivity
of tli® copper* The mmmnd cause for toe divergence in to# 
geometric areaius and to® electrical rediu# of to® ©oil re- 
suits from too repulsion of electrons by the field of the 
neighboring turn®* This faro# to such &« to drive the 
electrons toward to® outer edge of too wire*
The two effects tend* therefore, to cancel each other, 
though they eann©t to general bo expected to annul each 
other ca&pletely* It m y  bo possible by to# proper choice 
of paiwt#i*s to bring about a substantial reduction in the 
offset for o m  particular currant flow to to® coil* In long 
solenoids* however, too radius of too go 11 is a very weak 
parameter to toe field calculation, and the offsets of asym­
metries! conductivity are therefore of amall/toportanee*
T ax9$ uncertainty has been further reduced by usto a fine 
pit eh and wind tog toe coil of m fine wire* Sim# tola wire 
Is 0*0075 centimeters in diameter, tkm uncertainty in toe 
rsdlua cannot be greater than this value*
to# wire used in winding this solenoid was mad© ©f a
beryl! toe copper alloy* Its properties, particularly adapt­
ing it to to® construction of magnetic field standard#, are 
it® high elastic limit and its lm$ magnetic susceptibility* 
It is desirable to wind the wire tinder a relatively high 
stress to order that toe differential expansion between toe
coil £©m aim to# wire should not become so groat as to al­
low tii@ wire to leave its groove®*
flic difficulty of working iyrex required a compression
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cheek type of mount lag at each iisfl of ttm solenoid# On on©
of toes© compression ©hacks was mounted to# base plat© and
its levels* Tim t&p e&uck of toe solenoid is fitted for
mount ln& the fcurbir*© aaaembly* This mounting is shown in
Figure 12* Banda at each of the aoXeiaoid ©#nr© to
fa»ton to© u M i  of to# solenoid wires*
Tlnio tvir'ho^imiQetor mount iiu, Is shown in the photograph
(Figure 15)# The turbo* indue tor %& fitted 'to a spilt block
of plastic inuring a cylindrical bole cut Into it* into this
hole is fitted the Inuuotor unit* To pern it the -'Inductor
axis to be adjusted perpendieular to toe axis of the solenoid,
the plastic "hlmk, is made adjustable on a rocker* The taro
thumb screws at the top of the mooting serve mm a fine mo*
tlon ad justeent of toe orientation* It may be stated here,
that tills orientation may best be accomplished by using toe
electrical null circuit Itself as mn indicator of parpen*
dioularlty of to© axis* toes to© two axes are perpet&leular
to each otoer, toe voltage generated by toe Inductor is a
minimum*
Another problem resulting from differential temperature
expansion occurs in. to© sioimting of the turbo*Induetor within
toe so la no la. ueoau as to© field within toe solenoid is eo
unlfem* the Inductor need not km centered In to# so lone 1st to
high precision* A® a sat ter of fact, axial variations of as
imm-U as one ©entim©ter cause only chafes of on® gasma In
the measured f ield* ; or tills reason, toe inside of to©
solenoid did not require precis ion grinding* The Inductor is
m
positioned witiito the solenoid by three phosphor 'hvoma 
springs shown 1n Figure 15# Thosa springs pamlt different 
tial expansion of the pleatie tub# used for the turbine imp- 
port and the Pyrex solenoid. tUmmm mpr ingM pamit axial 
expansion s® wall aa radial expansion of the nouatlng tube.
*be eosaplete jsegneboiaeter tm.it on a tripod arranged far 
vertleaI intensity m a i m m f e i  is sheen in Figure 13# The 
tripod la rotatafel* about a rertlsal axis. On this axis 
fhe- ©agriatomefcer eaa bo rotated \mtll the axis of the in* 
duo tor la in the piano of the mmgnmtl® root or# ifitli this 
orientation only tbs vertteal eoaponent of tUrn ilarth1® nag* 
not to field is offset Ire in Indusins a voltage in the in* 
duetor# This voltage may be brought to a alnimtsa by 
adjust lag the eurrent is the solenoid*
§f
f&o piten of t&o Oof©# a primmj pmmmm%mw
for* tno oftlmlftfctft* of tea fioM in a mliMnoift* it m o
mooooom^ to mtoi & dlroot emporlaon of th* plioii ogolnot
o liamr fttaaftftnl of lon̂ tk*
flao tftft&ftlocftft d«rol©p«<l for th* m h o i b ^  on too pro*
o is ion aolmoift oamlatftd in mmting the solenoid on th*
axis of «t lathe# The mmImmM wm loreled ond omiftroft in
m o  lathe* teo eXes&ent of the m l m m l d  m o  fteXeetea for the
measurements# For extrmely high preeiaien on# should s m *
in* the piteh along etere than mm element of the solenoid,
tut for thie ©oil eher* a. pro* iftion of only 1 « SOfOOO m o
desired, the tin® pit on »i« mmeeftMury tno inves t Xgat ion
of the ftrookeiinees in tho thfeoft*
The actual olisiriiftila mre mfto by ft aierometer
mieroseope* mmteft on
mm X€* blnea Wm m&mmmmmpm haft ft mmmm of only 0*0
eemitaeter length it woo necessary to mmmmmm the position
of Wm wiroo on te solamid %m a *tapelee fashion* Thm
actual measuredoutft consisted in-measuring the prattles of
each iMt of the'e ire* m e  pitch mriatiftn w m ©eaeured for
every go turns* fiiese- yarifttie®* are plotted in Figure Id*
$h* total length of to# solenoid m s  obtained by summing the
t*0 centimeter intervals* by mi# method, not only war* Wm
variations and total length obtained* but also tea awbep of
turns In th® solenoid.
to© micrometer microscope was then calibrated against 
a Geneva Society intammtlon&l Meter Bar* Corrections for 
tii© error in the microscope wore applied to toe length of 
th® solenoid*
X*he results of three independent total length measure-
ments* (fable 1)* agreed to 0*0006 ©ma. inis value repre­
sents tii© maximum deviation rather than toe probable error 
existing in th© length measurement * toe uncertainty In the 
total longto is represented By th© deviation given above* 
Mho radius of the solenoid was measiired with a screw 
micrometer* since it la not required to primary precision* 
Bha measured coiist&nts of th© solenoid are given by
From toe above values the field at to® center of the 
solenoid may be computed from the well-known relation
is the angle subtended
to© constant for the coll in gemmae per mllllampere of
current resulting from to© calculation Is 2448*86* fhie 
result stuat be corrected for the effect of pitch variations A  
and for temperature#
to© ooeffie lent of linear expansion of Pyrex is given
Had ins* a
Longto at £8° 0*
4*551 r  0*005 cm«# 
61.012 * 0.003 cms. 
XS01fJto s
at toe center by toe end
coils of toe solenoid*
by the Coriiirj£ company &s jc 10"^ pip degree oent&gra&e#
ising this mlii© for* th# tarapaffafrura eoafflcient of th®
aolanold* the ooll eonatant at any fcai&poratOT® t bac^ to®
ii -  /2448.86 t-4_? /l - 3.3 x X0"S ( t - m )  /
or at 2 0 ° G*
U m  £ 2440• 94 ?k A j  g m m m B  pfp aillAamper®*
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c&mmTmn or tm &iwl& at mm mmm m a 
B o z m o m  n m t u Q  vaaiatiqua w  f i t c h
Th® technique tm t lapping, solenoid to a uniform pitch 
Is a standard practise in pro© is ion masweaents*^® Where 
•xtrsne precision is not required* a solenoid Is constructed 
by turning s thread into s cylinder of an insulating material 
and winding into the thread a wire through which the current 
passes* in this method on* m y  roly on tlio- load screw of 
tii* lathe in which tbs thread is turned* or if a more pro** 
oiso result is desired, the pitch variations m y  bo measured 
on a comparetor# The average pitch for tbs solenoid m y  bo 
measured to high provision by mssuring tm total length of 
the wiping and counting too turns on too solenoid# Where 
there exist pitch variations $m too solenoid* too magnetic 
field computed from toe average pitch Is not too correct 
field existing in toe solenoid# for this purpose* whore 
too pitch Is not uniform* there has bom developed in tola 
research a mathematical device for computing too correction 
to too field# In particular* too technique has boon used 
to compute toe correction to too ft old at too center of a 
long solenoid#
suppose too pitch on too solenoid be so small .tost too 
solenoid m y  be considered to be made of a largo mseber Of
*%, x.. cwtu, ataroHUU, 1987.
circular Mils* Tkm field on th* axis of onm of thoa#
coils i®
where * 1 * th* rmxiium of th*
— . 10* d©£x m its th* distance to
the plan* of th® coll from
fisM point*
The technique depend# os computing tim ohmnip in th* axial
field when th® coil 1* dlisplmeed * s&tall distance x  *
that is* ehen there exist® a pitch error of <̂f xr In teat
eolli the pitch error toeing defined as the displae*$s*nt of
tee eoll JTfosb th# position oosrputô  from th# average pitch
for tee solenoid* Tim cianp in th# field is to to# given
by different 1st 1*3̂ Equation 10
^  ^  - — 6> T7 <*- <*■ *" x"
<£? JT (k ^  x- i J ̂
^q^stion 11*
If teas© variation# in axial field toe euswaCd for all
tee. eoll# possessing pitch variations tew® results




1!h# value of th# above Into rml » |  is# readily obtained
graphically to sufficient accuracy if tee pitch variation to©
plot tod against te# position on th# solenoid* ffe# pitch
wifitions for tee solenoid used in this eork are sheen in
figure lb* if th® resulting pitch variation to® multiplied
by tii* ordinates of tee function*
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each ordinate will rejpyeeent the function to to# integrand 
above* toe Figure# 10 and 17* fk# area wiier tee repr©-* 
®#»t#d eurw# will be to# wellm ©f toe required Integral*
i--or toe ©oil need in tole work whoa# pitch variations 
been Illustrated toe area mount# to 3*S x 10 •* e®*4* lie lag
to# value# giron previously lor to# ©oil oonetant toe ©or** 
ruction to to® solenoid constant In *€>*4HI nnmmo \ or »tXXi«* 
mpere* *£h© eorreoted ©oil ©on#tent at 20° C* la t 011 
044© *09 &ansaae per jsilXlXasspcr#*
Flnce to.© pit to was not m#aaur#d lor each bum mi the 
solenoid* to© eorreetlon mmy be eomtoat to error* it ©an­
no t# towever* to in error by a very large -mount beeaua# to# 
total eorreetion to to# ©oil 1# quit* mall* in to is eon?* 
neetlon* It may b® wall to point out that only to® oolle 
in tee immolate vloinlty of to® ©ester of to# l O k m M  
contribute to toe eorreeti-an* the of foot of taor© distent 
colie b©i«G negliglbXe* it isî ht to well* therefore* to #§»** 
jkmelE# to# i&pertanee of in to* neljLiuarhood
of to# ©enter* For hi#! precision work it ie neeeaeery* 
therefore* that only the p it to near the center to uniform* 
it i% in foot* at to# center of e long solenoid teat th# 
pitch beeo&es moat uniform after Just m small i» m l  of 
lapping#
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1’Ff Vi eaii'C Of VAalATlOKS Oi*' TiiE
'£iM *F *L U  U  A' V  i.4 Xii &  i* i  E'-JUIf
sxl&l field at a point x from the plane of a
circular coll of radius a la gl?©n by
E «  g. ~7T la*"
(a V x 7’) %:
the change in toe field resulting from a variation in
rad ins Is obtained by &if fer^nt ia t ing to® above
= 2.JT l  a_ (* -
It the radius ox" the solenoid varies from point to
point* the I*laid at the center of the solenoid will differ
from the field computed on th# basis of a uniform solenoid
by an amount ^
/V- -2 // 6 /̂ "
-y--} ^ a ^ r y C ' J
where ?\ is to# half-length of the solenoid and n is toe
number of turns per unit length of to# solenoid# n dx is
to# number of t o s  possessing a variation from the mean
radius of S<^ * fh# field correction may be written
A  H  -- -2 77 n i  f -^r-
fla# choir® integral may be evaluated by the same
align# as that used to determine the correction for pitch var-
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leilons* Hi© function /V \ 2_
f t  ) _ ~ /
J (  *• s  ~ r  " *
£ i -̂l-v
may bo used os a we luting loo tor to multiply the radius 
variations. If each radius variation bo weighted by th© 
value of corresponding to too distance of too radius
variation frosa to® eon tor of too solenoid* tm area under 
too curve of too weighted radius variation© will b# too 
value of too requirod integral*
if too radius variations are ®o small that too oor- 
root ion tom will be »©sliglble* It will suffice for toe 
mgnltude of toe correction to be computed* thm fvaacttoa 
is aeon to be an even function* is general* when a cylinder 
is turned in m la toe toe cause of variations in toe radius 
from joint to point lies in toe fact that toe cylinder waa 
rot i are lie 1 to toe axis along which toe cutting tool moves* 
hush an error of alignment would result in a cam being de­
veloped* Tkm pitch variation of m com is linear* conse­
quently* th® integral esq reesing toe field correct ion will 
comiat of an even function multiplying an odd. function* 
fhe value of such an Integral between toe same limits - ̂  
and will b© aero* it m y  happen to&t toe source of 
error in cutting, toe tî read for the solenoid lies in otoer 
phases of toe cutting process wh iclx may lead to an even 
function for to© radius variations* on© possible source of 
error arises in the deflection of th© ©ol#isoM form by the 
cnttlisg tool forces* Hies© forces were necessarily lew be-
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eauee the & lament! cubbing tool required extremely mall
cut©, the variation in radius of the pre©ent solenoid m s
neb ptitt? than 0*0001 em* Corweqaentlyt t&e correction,
term due to Ions wave variations (extending over several
centimeters of solo no id length) earn to said to bo loss than
9̂ $293k m 1 *£00,000. snort wave variat ion would tend to
cancel* since the value of nearly equal s m  the
short wave*
It must' not bo inferred from this analysis that in©
radius i m  be known. to the precision of the variations In
radius* Or, tie contrary* the radius n##4 not be known to
bettor then J/100 of the precision required of the-f inal
field mmasoiml for a adenoid having a slenderness ratio
of a/f*
4S
w'i 'A 4 X U  t'i k:; X fc A.’4TJji
S.‘ -V ,0., i i %, ■ i .:„>■
In a psr ©ceding @#otion, it w m  stated that th* non- 
m iit& rm lty of a magnetic field in which an Muelor rotate#
d i t t m l i i i i  to #  im rm o aie  content in  th© io au ao d  f o l f e ip *  
th.# immmnim voltages ils.it th# attainable amplification 
by overloading to# amplifier* A uaifem field net only 
reduces har&Kmlo g#»#mtlon* but al#o psraits a X&ripr 
tolor&xio# in to# position of to# field at to# Miitr of to© 
8©i@Mld*
Its# axial field within a solenoid Is &iven at any
field point bgr
//= -2. 773, /' ( c o s d x  ~ Cos <6>) **>*** f , * a &  ur® toe
angle 0 subtended at to# 
field point by the ends of 
th# solenoid*
Th# jti#Xd at to# ##nt#i? 1# given 1r$
/ /  - j /  7T h  c to#r# a la to# radius macl / )
JzjzT to# *d&f*l©agto of to#*> *-
solenoid*
/ i ~
buppoa© it la desired to k»w to# field at a field
point displaced distance from to# ©enter
- i - -------- . //7W uation 13*
4 ?
II? Equation 13 b© expanded by the binomial theoreia*
mmmmbaring that 3 “=f Tor- the eolenoid used in thia
WOf^i > . . _ _  x  /
g ’ ¥ T T n ^ >
'<X. \ 2. y /■ a \  /
Y Equation# 14
and 13#
Hi® change In tha Baguette field in n-ovijg the indue tor
from th© center to a point on the axle la w
4  M. u.-^- 77%.' ^  ̂
Equation 13#
dor email dlaplaeestenta from the center only the
first ter® in the series need he uaed for eat Sum ting the
variation of toe field*
7\ Equation 1*?#
&© great error is adt In. computing the relative
Qbjm&* in the field If the ©xpreaelon for an Infinitely
long so lorn id X m  used a .* J  * ,_ j.
/ \  f t _ Ĉ fF n c ~ * *y Si ^
J7 si <■ Z ^ ^ Equation 18#
dnp-poe© the relative change in field in a adenoid
having a half-length of 30 centimeters and a alendemeaa
^  1ratio ,7s ~ 7 I© deoired for a point one centimeter off
tli# center
3
- r (-g > 6 4  / S~
tois calculation toowe that the-'field-Is very uniform 
ewe a® far a# one ©e«tSi»#t#r tram to# ©enter* i w  even 
mm large ®f* error a® on© millimeter in axial misplacement
of tii© Inductor toe error in the field raaeurament la only
75 part® to 10 * to tli© construction or m «*&&• tease ter 1*0 ii1| 
a solenoid for a null field* it is, therefore* uumooaaary 
to precisely center the toduotor*
to® of feet of iahoasogenelty of to# field iapon to# gen­
eration of beraonloe will now Im tevesilasted# Si© general
- >  -> y
iom, of Faraday1© law will be used e - ts-yB-v-xH gov m
p m m m Mlity of 'unity#
to# field li at the center of the solenoid will fe© 
cereidered ad jus tod to aero. to# fieMs remaining in the
nei^bortiood of to# ©enter will fee given fey
E  /* = £. 7Tn . / - 4 0 V 2 U  *"( / ( ^ / Equation 19.
f where ̂ - f?cos
When the radius of toe Inductor is H* toe area A and 
fch# a > to of toe Indtsetor with too field d̂ t, toe velocity 
of cutting toe field is gfv®r* fey
^  “  6<̂  C- & $ **->
IE# #1 ectranotlve for©# induced is oat aide of the 
inductor will be .  ̂2. 2?  ̂2£X* /? <2-0 5 ^<̂ -r &  iaj C o S UJ ~t■ L f t  *n i
✓V
Thera will, of be a similar contribution from
toe other side of to# indue tor. toe rati© of harmonic to
fundamental peak voltage is then~r Wrhr J _ î Equation 20.
fU*#f4JU 3* ©***4. VyAfciM| .̂ bilfij v 1 / . \ ^
i. -|ir=, AE^Uf)
^  H~TTn c &  ?l
m
Tim largest ratio of imrir̂ iii© to fundamental 1®* toer#~
fore* © part* in 105 for an ta&oetor or 012# centimeter rest tons*
to r on toductor havii^ the tom of a elrol©* too rat I© will
be ovon loss than till a value mims*® the coil was a&aw&ed to
i«i a reeteuti&ular cross ©action* ft*# rati© computed above
cowoapoi^s to a imroosl© 1M db* below too frajdasntntel#
Su0l\ 0 ratio permit» to amplifier feavl&g a gain. or 120 db*
to bo ms#d for amplifying too Induced woltagee*
in addition to axial grad, lent s* to© magnetic field in
a ©olanoid also poaaeaaee a grad lent in too radial direction*
to# i w t l  relation for toe axial field in a aoleneld la
given by1®
H - -2 7T n  i 1  s f .  ^  M  3 * . y * < ^ j +  J J
Equation EX*
to r a point at to# center of the adenoid J m 0 and
Equation £2*
And to# ohmng# to axial field for a radial dleplaeas&ent la
^  ^  - 3  / (  r t  1 ck*~ m ^ ^—
Equation 23*
For a long solenoid /*> - r approximately and the
^Andrew oray* Abaolute ^eaawecient® to Electricity aid.togBotissit, aamlXlan* End ed* C19S1)*
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salatl?* 0la&22g# in timid hmdmmm
// * / ^
teleii is one naif tea previously oesoputed variation in tee 
axial direetion* tee limits of construe tier* and tea harmoni© 
to ftaadaaeixfcal voltage ratios will be eopre&pon&Ingly re* 
dueed* tee field. wo bo said to bo of sute a tedgaiiitf 
teat no groat pro©Xsion is required teen tea Indus* tor is 
bains m®mits# wlteln tea solenoid* In  addition, tea sola- 
neM1* field is eue& as to corporate ■ tenmmnim voltages at 
least 105 4te* beXoe tea fundsmratal voltages*
tee gm m m m  tolerances permitted br tee uniform field 
of a solonolb sere a a la tine t advantage in tea t tea mount­
ing of tea turbo- Indue tor did not require compensation for 
temperature effects*
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EFFECT OF hMiiy W ZKEb
In  any jpre©ieion s-oXeaoid toe offset ©C toe l#ad wires
©onneeti:n& t© to# end® of to# solenoid m.uet be eonalderecI
in tii© £i©M confutation* On# ©stood for cennecting to #
aolenofd In bringing one lead wir# from on# end of
to© aoXenold. to to# other encl and ©©meeting a twisted ©able
to toe |w Xoecle at the one ©«d* Hie lead wire from to# far
oiid la brought to the ©able end parallel to the axle of the
ceXenoiei* consequent Xy * no correction need be added to the
eoil constant* There is# however* e component of fee
netle field frtas the lead wire wkii&h will be cut by the in- 
duetor unleee toe inductor axle is i?eŝ endleular to 'the
plan# containing toe lead wire and toe adenoid axle* If
tola ecad Ition doe® not obtain*the field which is cut by
toe inducts i®
 ̂wm error in witting toe
i
/./ _. ^   ̂ i m B Sqpablom M* inductor perpendlculer
to toe pMni of the
lead wire end sole­
noid axle*
The effect of to# lead wire® stay be still further re­
duced if there in introduced another lead wire diametrically
opposite the .first having toe mmmm resistance as toe first*
The two wires would consequently carry an equal current in
toe eesae direction* Theoretically# toe field at the ©enter
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of the inductor would be iscrc* however, If the wires were 
not ©f eaaetly the saw# raslstane# or symmetrically spaoad
from the axis of fch# solenoid* th©r© will be ® residual 
field f iven fov
Coaspajpinb this ©quation with equation 24 it will be 
seen that the residual field is very much smaller and ©an 
be made even by the ©rudest construction to be of negli­
gible proportions* Hals dev lee was used to permit connect- 
iisg a cable to the ©WMpnetcwaeter developed as part of this 
research* It was found ©aq>erliaen tally that the two lead 
wires were symmetrical enough so that ^  could approach 50° 
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f© mu sure the vertical ecespoxient of the &artbfa field
the mgnetoaaefcer la fitted, with & beee which saount® on a
leveling tripod* Figure IS ahow* the ssagrsetoas&etor eoi&pXete
with level® for or touting the solenoid, vertical* the tripod
1» core trueted to permit rotation of the solenoid about a
vertical axle* with the level vial® on the inetrueMpnt* it
la easily possible to set the axia of rotation wartioal to
f>*. In operation* the i^gnetameter la rotated on the verti­
cal axis until the inductor's mxim la in the esagnetie merldlm ♦
This a&touth la dot art ined electrically to a high precision
by the mlrtom in lisdueed voltage when the inductor cuts
only the line# of the vertical mmp&nmfit* *he current re­
quired to bring the Induced voltage to an absolute nintowa
I# measured and. the inatnament turned through 180° about the
vertical axis and a second value of current is deieriaisied#
The average of the two current® is a measure of the vertical
cosil̂ oneat of the field* for a small error ^ in orienta­
tion the neasured value of the vertical component ia
Z TC- Z  Cps ̂  y- // 5/0 (f>
or -2 - ^  ^  H  <f>
where 2 ** 50,000 gajseiae h 35 20,000 gamaae the error in
resulting frc» an orientation error of 51 aKiCtints to 0*4
gamati
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to provision 5aa© been mmdm in to# present Ins truant
for using it a# a horlsontsl coiapoe#iit lîs truant* tat it
lisa been tested ss such with too cooperation of the United
states coast ®umt Recastio ftnnrey* This work will to# de­
scribed later in the paper# Whan used for horizontal
auremanta* to# Instrument is rotated about it# Mia until
tue indtsotor amis is vertical# fin® to If lllssent of this con- 
dltlon ia <1#toe-mined toy a minim® Induced to!tag# in tbe
null detector* The precision of leveling required for a
certain precision of final result is attained from toe re­
lation , . 1 t - r  1.
t 4 M  = / - / c r * s  <P t  ^
or t o  ' ^  ^  'H ^
in. to© fields stated is toe example above* the value of
0 must toe kept to 3** if the error Is to© to# kept to am gwm*
for ssakln̂  horizontal measurements* one has the choice
of taking a current reading* rotating toe solenoid 100° on
it® amis repeating the current* or of taking two current
readings wito to# solenoid rotated through ISO0 on a verti­
cal amis between readings* The latter tmtmltgm im to to#
preferred for precision work* since error* In leveling, to#
solenoid tend to cancel* however* where toe true ss retie
ami® of the solenoid is determined* rotation stout too
solenoid fs Mi® yields good. r@«ults and at to# sags# ttee
permit® a more oeonoi&IeaX desiipi*
TUrn aefeeetatic circuit of the ^magnetometer la town In
fig u r e  She current flowing through toe eolsnoId eauses
m, voltage drop in toe precision resistor* Ste voltsge drop
moron# to® resistor 1# compered with toe potential of e
standard ©ell by mean# of a potentiometer having a precision
of 0#OI|S* In field practice it would be advisable to -use
tor#© standard cells in a heat-insulated ooutainer* By
using tor©© cells, ©si© would lumm the means for determining
an error exist!* in any one of the standard ©ells#
to control to® current In to© solenoid to© us® of m 
single rheostat must bo avoided* its hyperbolic behavior
I# such that it becosiefl exceedingly sensitive to adjust at
currents* Go better current control has been found
than a standard four decade resistance box* course adjust- 
sent# are made on to® high resistances, and to.# final sd-
Jus teen t on the unit resists nee decade*
the res is tense of the solenoid is 6,000 ©tom requiring
180 volte to cause 30 milltamper0# to flow through its
windings* since a field of 60,000 garages requires stout SO
mllllsmperes, a radio plat© supply tottery is ample for toe
source of current* In future mod if lost Ions of tee Instru­
ment # the #®ss# tottery can to used to famish to© p l a t ©  ctsr- 
rent for toe amplifier and tubes*
the voltage used for tee null field gay lead one to
m
suspect leakage o f owrent between turns of the solenoid*
2he voltage difference existing between l«y however,
o n ly or 0*16 volts* ffce seeing between t m a  being
0*0$ <m», It is readily seen that the glees insulation be­
tween turns is subject to e gradient of 3 volts per eentl- 
sister* It is Sstpertant thought, that the surf see of the 
eeleoeM be kept elea*i* it would be well to provide an 
outside sever for the solenoid to pretest It from dirt and 
weietwe and to prevent damage to the lead wires*
in a previous reaoareto®® the autoor tmd determined
to# limit of eenaltlvlty of null a o too tor as oot by the sta­
tist leal wit ago fluctuation® in to# Input elrcuit of the
amplifier* The roan Its of that worfc: showed that toa asmlleet
detectable floM would haw a value of appro* 1m t ely on#
a* dime toe ©ante inductor lo being used In toe preaemfc
problem as waa need to too work referred to above, tho same
limit of aoasurmwt can toe ejected in toe present instru­
ment «
In order to experl&entally ittemiw to® XSjslt of 8«tr
eltivlty, the output voltage of too null detector wan de­
termined for various increase ntfi of current through toe
eolenoid* Thia data is plotted in Figure IB* the average
slop# of the curv# i® 0*01 ma. •
volt
Hi© ©on©Itfvity to tom© of gvwa*. per volt may tee ob­
tained fro© too ©lop# toy uaing to# coil constant of toe.
solenoid 2448*1 gfinsi per mlllimporo* ti® resulting
eeneitivlty 1# about U& gmmrn^ per volt* On to® vaeoum
tub# voltmeter used it was poaelbla to adjust to# voltage
to within one-tenth of a wit* The limit of field measure­
ment of a single observation la ttiarefore 2*5 gammas*
*wMaeter,e towels, university of Maryland, 1940*
m
Tkmm ere a nws&er of factor® w hich ii| effect to# 
above limit of field Maeweasenb of this inetrunent* if 
tla# background voltage# are so hi$d that to# sspXl? lent lost 
m l  b# reduced in order to permit toe mill do too tor to 
remain on seal©, to# sensitivity will be redwood in a de­
gree corresponding to to# reduced ax&plif 1#ation* The baok- 
ground voltages eon© let of kar&onios generated by a gradient 
in toe null fieldt of voltage© generated electee© to tic ally 
whan toe lm\»©tor b#oc»ee olifypned end rotate© peat the eon* 
n eot Iona of to# seeandery of toe ^aagnotlo mirror” * and of 
retooia voltage© 4 »  to wobble of toe inductor in it© bearing#* 
Tli# first of the above-mentioned background voltes## 
tmm been studied and shown to be awll* The contribution of 
to# ole#treatatis#117 generated voltages to to# background 
la quits large and amounts to about on# volt in to# output 
unless sps&ial preoeutlotta are taken to ground too irtoicitor 
am to shield to# secondary* ©rounding to# indue tor and 
shielding to# secondary reduces to# electros tat ically gen­
erated volta&oa to lees than 0*1 volt in output* it would 
be possible to entirely eliminate tola sours# of background 
by wixidlrig toe i®«ordify iss two syBasetrlsal banks so that 
toe electrostatic voltages annul themselves in the secondary 
of toe "magnetie mirror”*
ihe toird source of background la one which result# 
from wear in toe bearings* for an absolute si in torn to be 
set In. to# detector voltage require# that the inductor ro­
tate in toe plane of the emgneti# vector and that its ami®
§9
to 3p«n>eiiaiouljRr to toe eoXenold axis* It to# beartogs do
not coiî  train toe Indite tor to rotate on a definite axis,
there will bo voltage# generated which follow toe random
oscillations of to# itouctor on it# axis* toon# folt^is
ere particularly annoying toes smktog measurements, because
they tend to otoour# to# null potat* In too e^er lisente X
work connected with tola paper, it wma noticed teat the
rar * * voltages la to# output i®omt®4 to 0#2 volt toon tlx#
bearing© showed oo&ie waur* to# solution to this particular
pirns© of to# problem would include an Improved boar tog, end
poaelbly some method for decreasing too amplitude of to©
fluctuation# of to#©# voltages* liioreestag toe mmmit of
inertia of to# induetor about It# axis would decrease toe
amplitude by introduolne a gyroscopic restoring torqu®*
Another possible approach would be to average the fluctua­
tions with a long period null dot#©tor#
It may be mentioned that if todr# is enough wear to
toe beer Inge of to# Inductor to permit to© inductor to re~
tot# during the period of measurement on mi axis not per­
pendicular to- toe solenoid axis, there will result an error
in that meaauronent* in berlaoatal field measurements If
too inauetor axis la tilted, toward too magnetic vector mor-o
current will b# required for & null than If to# axis la
vertical* It is for tola reason that ©trees toould be
placed upon to# bearing design of future models of the in- 
atrment *
In am# position* where toe ..Earthto field la being mea-
6 0
amrod fears r m j  axiat is addition to fee constant field a 
fluctuating raagnctic fillet having a fraquo-noy of the local 
alternating flower 0u.ppli.e0* Hi is alternation field m l  00 
contributes to fee fec^roufe, tut it- 1# possible to eliminate 
this offact by turning off devleao drawing currant through 
fee power lines in fea vicinity o* fee sieiima:*!ng point* In 
future nodols of fela instruri&at, one could introduce an 
©leetrop&igeMitic shield around fee turbo*Indactor to shield 
It from fee alternating flol&s*
in fee preeofilrg; paragraph the error in fi 0**.U ZUrO* 
Rent due to dfepX&cemont of the axis of station of fee In-
due tor was curat'on*&» 'This error not only results from a 
cllei lac assent of the rotor in its hearings, but alee from a 
r.isaligment of tli© turbo*Induetor• It m s  discovered dur­
ing the Cheltenham teat© to be described later, timt the 
technique of adjusting fee angle between fee magnetic a:ci@ 
of the so I© no id and tvrlxs*Indue tor axis until a it In 1 m m  in 
output voltage is rseebad is m t  sufficiently sensitive for 
precise wort* it was found that wife the solenoid horizontal, 
there resulted a dlffarenca in field, of 200 gmurms whan the 
coll was rotated on its ascla through 160°* fee technique 
finally used was to adjust the turbo* Indue tor axis until fee 
& Iffarenas in zasaaured values of field upon rotation of the 
solenoid through 180° m s  raduesd to a very small value* 
nixen this was don®, tbs ^assured mXuss of field agreed 
quit© well with those measured by fee smgnatagraphs♦
ihee© testa war# made possible by ft ©©operative agr##~
laanfc between the ^actIon ©f Oaotayslee or the Cnitod ftates
■lie© logical and bivislor. ©f ,aan&;p-otiea and bels-
sology of tae united nt&tes coast & m  beaded© Fta«y* a
work at the kagnetio abaewatwy ©f the Coast lata Oepbetl©
burvoy canalstad of tar#© ptas#©# tariaonfcal ana vertical
Intensity baber^lmtioxift & M  declination aaaaltlvity tosta*
For the horiaontal maasuresiants ta© null sjagnetoassefcer
wan mamitta on a 50 e#ntJ4&#t#r largo eirela* 12m  E*oiit
consisted of a rigid iimmmsork of durmluialn with two brass
f*a far supporting the coll at points aorro&ponding to til#
A t vy points for & In tern bonding of ta# sola no Id under It a
own weight* fh# brass f #s tad the edges in contact witb
the so Is no Id eo^orod with plat# glaoa strips* P leveling
adjustment was providad os one of the f’s* For the actual
leveling a pro© 1 don level taving a sensitivity of l*3n per
seal# division. was converted by a suitable structure Into
a straddle level which rested directly on the lyrex solenoid
fo rm # because ta la  s o la n © lb  I s m  1 a n o t ft t r u e  c y l in d e r ,  a 
position on the adenoid was taoeen for the level where the
diameters of tho solenoid at the straddle points were equal*
Such a technique would, of course, reduce error© In da*
fcertaining the geometric axis of the adenoid, but would not
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until * in. to# output woltog# was reetoto* Si©
was to#« rototod on to# m t i e a l  axis of to# long
©irol# until to# output voltage wa# redo©©a to a lower sixi**
touts* toe current m @  toon w i t d  tor another m%nisaxm%
Anotoou adju^toant of to© inductor axis and to# declination
axis autoload to p-enalt tshe output weXta#© to to brought to
an absolute siXnianaa oy current ad jus to ©fits only* it m&j to
jawntionod her© tout lacking m slow faoticm adjustment for ro­
tation about to© solenoid axis, toe ratnar rou$& technique
of gently ta* „ li w tbe e o m o  #f to# baa© tod to be us to tor
aecispXng smli angular Imsimients* tola procedure waa
Li ̂ ilf unsatlefaetory and iiauM be re©til"led to future do­
ve Aopiaent a of to is to# daoXlriation e&juataaent
was itt^i el&ple ©to precise by a tan&ent • a r m  on to# largo
eiroX#*
With to© * â *ieta#*efcer properXy orientated in toe xm&~
netle field, null currant r#aatoga w#r# mma® life to© feeds
and wrtorup type & poteatles&eter* A resistor of 100 oto#
l*ftvin& a precision of *0Xa* wa# uato to scaur# toe voltage
drop poasurto by feie potent i«# ter* in each sot ten read­
ing® war# taken* each on# of which was zsade with an tod#-
pendent eefct.in& of to# output voltage to an ebaolute raln&aim*
to# probable error in to#©# current readings multiplied by
to# ©oil eon©tant therefore represents to# probable error
to null field detection»
in fable If are atanra toe results of to# meae arena© at of
h by tb© magnetosseter developed in too author to research*
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Tli# measurements obtftlmd by to© ©tabjeot magnetometer are 
©oiripsroci wito to© values of U furnished by to© observatory*s 
recording to© tow© at a# ttice# Instrument® have toolr baa® 
l i n e  a9ri’©0lfQ periodically by comparison vito to® tarnegle 
institute of wdsklugboB a in© gelwrnmeter#^ fills instru* 
stent is to® present standard for a®ri*®ntol field intensity* 
It© oclX constant 1© knows to a free 1©ion of 3 parts in 
100*000#
Buring til© sots X* E# 5* ana 4 to© magnetoisriim allowed 
a ratoer ©ate period in magnetic activity* to© result® ob­
tained during; to© time of to® ©elm period ©an therefore be 
coosIderea quit© dependable* Analysing to© reading© by 
sets, it 1® ©eon toab to© first ©at ha© to© largest probable 
error amounting to Q»OQQ& millXsiaperes in current* or to 
plus or minus on© puma In field uncertainty* it is inter­
est teg to note toat the probable error 1® - 0*0Q05 me In a 
single observation* to# error in field measurement 1© then 
approximately 0*7$ gammas* f&ls value agroo® quit© well 
wltu toe limit of field meaaurcment determined theoretically 
from atat1stleal voltage consideration®*
lie turning ©sain to toe first of four set® of readings* 
it should be pointed out toat toe agreement of to© field 
measurements obtained frosa averaging toe null currents with 
to© solen©id turned through 100® or* to© vertical axis in­
dicates toat to# leveling, error amounts to less timn one
ini:iKV«:yi»vrfy~J mnfcuwniiiHmm t - ri<wrn'i*rir)rr~ "H» n *->•—Mr*fl*W<inr|nfîii 'u;i**n>
J* Barnett* A sine galvanometer* of* Bibliography*
#§
&*”4 and 2*5
ojT sat# ami hy. on# gwmm at moat*
un amaiftimlfig ftata § and 6, it will h# notch that than#
ftxlftfca & larg# dlvwganoa 1ft tit# two aeamg# owmt®,
fhi# diewgama# 1# poaltlwa Indication that
im&uotor in nat p#vp#KMil#m#r to the &«ign#tla axi# or
►t cJT Mils axl#
or a*to ma datm tc o*oi am* in
i XNtftultft th# raadlisgft as ft#to S ftfti 6 ahauld b# &!#•*
L* iMMura*# tb#y dlwnga hatwaam tfcoaaalVM* and Occam##
& tea a largo probable mmmw*
St3g*w#7l33g tb# vf»#0U of the horlsantaX Intanaib:? m©&-
ana fowl U m daeiabiom# between
in X* X, X, Jt, X̂, and HI 
an orror of mm 
»#«w« « * w w ^  orrar In th# aearag© pitch
of th# aolamoid amount# ta as# mora than op# part
In 60,000* thaw# do##, how#e#rt amlftfc a larger mncartainty
in. ih# aoimNfttlan fan pitch variation#* It wcrnM b# wall
the pitch earlablam# »#is«mrimg awn? twn and
thee# earlatlcma totk
i« ***a« ***«?«r0 aim™* w«%«̂r md #e#w a
of two diameters of th# adenoid am aaah aid# of tiu
In fabl# ill ere glean th# date taken with th# sif*
tea Induetor axle wa» carefully adjuntad
until taken with the solenoid rotated 1BQ® on its
axle anti In It a &•#<*. position â roito vary eloaeiy« to** 
oepbihd the i'irsb two seta 1-1 m m  1-2 # to# dtowp agrees 
Ifmlrly well &£40i^ tliajt©Xt©#« hckitottox the rostot 0 0 - 
taIned toon t i m  itosb set -to to divw&ent m m uyh to 00 re** 
leefcau, tto mean o.f too observed deviations between %km Ob** 
ssxmtor^ vert leal Intensity and tost abtoined with too 
null mdk'ietameter is live d,ax&jeo* On tto basis ox tim error 
apparently otoatlxy, in tlx# null xjaynotox^toor eoii constant
a s  d e te r m in e d  i n  to e  k o r X a o n b a l »i«.X» V W i &-*> «.«ty &»t#a x o x O i i t  s® ̂  t n e r e
should be a deviation to too v art leal oeeiperisen or three 
gastaims* toer# r anato two gasssi&s to to accounted lor* iii© 
observatory obtain© It# vertical tow t̂oy iron, to# 3»ori~ 
aontal value based. ©a to# sin# galvanometer and iron, to# 
value ol the clip js©a©ux*#a wito an ear to induetor* 0 inee to® 
observation is not a diroot ©nef aopatotog as it 000 s upon 
two parameters* the two &amu& atolerance mx0nt easily to 
ascribed to an error to to# base line ol toe observatory* 
it is noteworthy to remark that to is work has indepemeatly 
cojillmod the observatory base line to a precision #1 live 
gamixao ato timt assymin^ the sin# galvanometer to to a true 
Btondard of horizontal lie Id, too vertical il©M intensity 
tos# line was determined to be correct to 2 gaifxm© with a 
probable error 0! one âmrne*
toe third phase oiT too work at to# btoitetoem consisted 
to taking a aerie© of declination readin&s s^to i an ar* 
bitrary index* it was the purpose ok this experiment to do*
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termlne the sensItlvlty of thm mill magnetometer to the
horizontal orientation# The Instrument would have been
mere sensitive as a declto©»ter if it m &  h®m\ vertical#
measuring the dirsetion of the nmgimtlo meridian b j the p©«
sit ion of null when the inductor mxi@ is in the magnetic
meridian# how war* the uncertainty In dot ©mining the in- 
dm tor ami® is much larger than the uncertainty in the so le­
noid axle# s»ith the solenoid horizontal the tostruisienb will
yield a more precise jaeasiArecent of declination#
in smismry# It muat he emphasised that these test© at
the Cheltenham chservatory have yielded In addition to the
co-% arisen of field values# much data upon which feature de­
signs of the null ggtsgnetcsxeter can be baaed# nor tog theae
tests# in add it ion. to collect Ing numerical data# consider- 
able thought was given to Improving th# operation of the
in©truant# It was discovered timt toe inductor should be
shielded eleeiromasueiically to reduce the background volt­
age to 5 volts# An improved bearing 1© needed# The prin­
cipal Change willed the author reeaaaends is a redesign of
the turbine iomt to permit a finer adjustment of the axis
of ttim indue tor and mnmki that the adjustment 1® pensanent
and not affected by temperature# i>urirc the measurement a#
tauch time and effort could have bwn spared the observers If
it were possible for toe observer making the adjustments to
ace the output meter# A sensitive non-®m_i etlc Indicator la
required# Another surest ed change would require the tube©
to the amplifiar to be mounted on a resilient base# it was
m
discovered *fc Choltat&osi that the eiaplifi©r r#if$8i«d to 
vibration *ad nolHI*
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T h e  Calculation of t h e  Mutual inductance
of tii© Magnetic Mirror
Consider t h e  general case of the mutual Inductance be­
tween a helix and another hellxa whoa® equation 1® given
below parametrically. Hie axes of the helixes are coinci­
dent.
T r i e mutual inductance of any two circuits Is given by
hNeumann1s relation
a as 1  f <u..l » dig
0 J  T X,Z Equation la.
where dl^ represents a current carrying element on circuit 1
dig represents a current carrying element on. circuit 2
r^ £ i@ the distance between the two elements.
The coordinates of circuit 1, the helix, are
x «» a 8
y as b COS 9
%  a» b sin 8
where “a8 is the pitch of the helix
b 13  the radius of the cylinder on
which the helix is wound
9 la the aaismthal angle
^Commonly called a drunken helix.
^Por setting up the integral for this general case, the
author is indebted to hr. Irwin Homan.
te #  c o o rd in a te *  o f  te a  c i r c u i t  2  a rc
f  mm &  ©as 8 C O t*/ +  U ^
 ̂vs. © sir* 8
/  m  e CO» 0
wiiere
h i® the j>lteh a* the aacond helix 
o is tee radius o f  its cylinder 
is tec encle of drunfcanaaaa 
|& is tkm aaimMtlml ao& la  
*he d la ts n e *  r j ,  g *® then  g iv e n  try
r1#8* • (/-/>*+ O - y ) 2 ^ i S - * ) 2
r l  2^ m  a2 #2 •** Sahffe *  2(hj2f ~ a8 ) e coa f t  c o t oC
♦©^ooa2#  e o tfic<
■f -  2c b l i e  X  COf ^ *"b2c©a®0
c ^ c o a ^  -  2 ©b o in  8 cos f t  +  b®aira?6
«» a.%2 -  2 a l^ 0  -/- 2Cli^ ~ ad) © eo® jif c o t . /
e^eoa®^ c o t </ -t-
©2 t- b2 • She 8in(0 -f- (ft
d l^  os ad# § *»b a te  900* b ooa 9 d t
d ig  ** £u  ~ © s in  0  oolK* c cos pf* c a in  0 j  < $
dlj, * dig mt jjMi ~ CC Bin $ cote * b© @ln (0 -A-pO d0d|̂
.r(2tt) »18») - BO elfi d eofc< - be aln(®->ri) <im&
o [ ri'^^^a^e^'se-i-/■ 2 ( i \$ - a®) o cob $  cotoc +
cot^o^ y-
b £ y - e ® * 8 b e  ® in aq u a tio n  Em
whore n is tee nuabar of turn* on helix 1 and m is number of




Thlb Integral cannot remdily bm i?©luiti4 for the
general case* It om i, however, be reduced to a more aimi'Ie
form by introdueiiag tlm aotml parameters of tlx# rs5>i;©tle
mirror* fhe pitch of the hells f(x#y#s) was wry ©mall* and
therefore a ear be mad® m 0 to a high degree of ftccumoy*
la actual construction h  m  0 and tee distance (hO - aO) s K*
Also, Introducing these relations into Equation Bm 
&ktt 2m it
flie above integral can be evaluated, by te® use of one
of two different techniques* fh# integral may be reduced to
an elliptic integral or it may be expanded in a eerie©#
Neither of ttj®s«5 attacks, however* i© a© direct as tee
physical jseeauraiiaent of the M l m i  inductance described in
a pre©eain& section#
Ĵ A-S&e cos 0 w t X f  e®eoe*y eot^>b% ĉ-f-be m % n (e r0 )J
also cot*A « 1 and b as e approximately*
i0 2esrrr sin Q j- 0)M




a t  the
Ohslton-iarr Magnetic Observatory
jjtite o f  Test--March 12, 1942-
Coil Constent at 20°cu 2440.OS gaicmas per mi 111
Null Current Headings, Mil ii ampere 3.,A
Set No.. 1 2 4
r t/ * 4313 7-6389 7*4294 7*43344300 ■ 4359 4292 4376
4339 4389 4295 43834290 4398 4299 43334306 4395 4312 63764290 4388 4292 43344290 4395 4290 4390.6288 4338 4293 ■63BX
U 2 S 3 4392 4295 4332
Average?
L 2 8 6
71299
429377429S ; 63 SX774SS2Prob,
error ,0004 O O O . 0001 c 0001
Set Wo- 1 Top of solenoid to North; turbine inlet up.
Set Mo. 2- Top of solenoid to North, solenoid turned
ISO on ita axis* inlet d p w a  
Set Ho. 3 Top of solenoid to South, corresponding
Bet 2, inlet down*
Set No- 4 Top of solenoid to South, corresponding
set L  Inlet utu
Set No. 1 *
Time start 14:5675 GMT end 14:56H from observatorymagnetograph 18,199
Sets 1-2
Average currant 7.4344H measured by
to,S.0.3. Mag­netometer 13,200II from obser­vatory magne-tograph 18,199Deviation 1
2 3 4
15:00





18,198 18,190 18,1981 1 2





Date— March 16T 1942, Hull current readings, milliamperes
Inductor 124 cm. above Bronse Magnetic Station.
Set No. 11 12 13 14 15 IS
22.035 22«006 22.035 22.006 22.037 22.006
22.032 22.002 £2.035 22.006 22.037 23,008
22.031 22.006 22.040 22.010 22.037 22,011
22.031 22.006 22.036 22,008 22.037’ 22.008
22.033 22,007 22.036 22»009 22,035 22.0C7
22.031 22.007 22,038 22.007 28.037 28.007
22.031 S3 *004 £2.038 22.008 28,037 82.010
22.033 22,006 22.035 22,008 22.036 82.011
22.030 22,005 22 £035 22.008 82.036 82.010
23.031 22,009 22,035 22.008 82.036 22.007
Average 22,0316 22.0058 22.0353 22.0068 .22.“0365 83,0037
Prob.
error 0,0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0,0002 0,0004
Sat Ho, 11 12 13 14 15 16
Orientation
of inlet N S N S N S
Time start 11:29 11:4? 12:1S 12:C5 12:31 12:44
Time end 11:33 U :50 12:15 12:08 12:34 12:47
H . from
observatory * * * '■ -magaotogr&ph 53,904 53,903 53#905 53,905 53,909 53,909
Sets
Average current wa,




















Vertical Field Measurements 
at the
Cheltenham Magnetic Observatory 
Date— March 16, 1942, Inductor 124 cm* above Bronze Magnetic Station,












































Fro’o. error 0*0005 0.0002 0*0003 0*0003























Average current 22,0232 28.0253H, TJ.S.G.S.
magnetometer 53914 53920H, mngnetograph 53909 53914
Deviation 4*5 4-6
969
